Furniture design and wireless charging combined:
The Crossdock Wireless
Eindhoven - Dutch design label Functionals and ZENS Wireless Charging have combined their expertise
to design a new product, the Crossdock Wireless. The Crossdock Wireless, designed by Dick van Hoff, is
an attractive media rack offering convenient storage for your magazines and books while integrating
the signature ZENS ‘PuK’. In light of recent events, ZENS Wireless Charging and Functionals are proud
to introduce the neatly designed Crossdock Wireless to the fast developing world of wireless charging.
Old and new media combined into one: the media of today, for people who love Dutch design.
“Antique” forms of communication like newspapers and magazines can peacefully co-exist with
modern devices. The Crossdock Wireless’ form and walnut wood reference the traditional Dutch
magazine rack, while the white powder-coated aluminum base is firmly rooted in the present.
Please check the ZENS device-page to see whether your device is compatible with the Crossdock
Wireless or can be made compatible with it.
About the collaboration
Functionals is a Dutch design label with a long and fascinating history, which believes that design is all
about responding to needs, delighting the eye and standing the test of time.
ZENS Wireless Charging is a young and innovative company based in Eindhoven. Its vision is to enable
all of us to stay connected with the latest technology, without the inconvenience of constantly low
and empty batteries. ZENS develops solutions for smartphones, tablets and smartwatches to allow
them to be charged wirelessly. So that empty batteries can be a thing of the past. As we mentioned
earlier, all ZENS’ solutions including the Crossdock Wireless, work seamlessly with the brand new
Samsung Galaxy S6 and Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge.

About the PuK
The PuK is a wireless charger utilizing the Qi system (an industry-standard interface). Simply place your
Qi tablet or smartphone on top of the PuK for effortless wireless charging so your battery will never
run out.
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